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Pioneer - 202 Sportfish $ 389

Description

Classic Carolina hull flare combined with cutting edge reverse shoe box construction sets this Pioneer 202 sport
fish far apart from the competition.The streamlined high speed and weedless livewell pickup you will be
impressed with this baby. Took the family and four other friends (x8) out in a similar one yesterday and has
always been a family favorite model in the keys and taking scalloping.. Can be yours for only 389 a month w.a.c.
with little or NO MONEY DOWN. We love our customers Powered with an all white Suzuki 140 four stroke and
stainless prop, the t top has 2 aft facing and 1 forward facing L.E.D. spreader lights, custom electronics box with
tubing from t top to hide wires. power wire already run for your convenience, and seven rocket launcher style rod
holders...not four or five not six but SEVEN rod holders. Custom lean post with 30 gallon livewell and cutting prep
station, 4 rocket launcher style rod holders, tackle center with 3 tackle boxes and 1 huge tackle drawer, then
there is the awesome Lean post seat itself that easily converts from standing to sitting...it is just right for
everyone. Reaching forward towards the steering wheel you find a tilt feature not many other similar brands
have.All military style rocker switches and the top of the dash is complimented with a backlit compass and lined
with Ocean Grip so the cell foam doesn't slide. (looks real good too) under the helm is the dual battery switch and
Head Compartment Yes plenty of room for mama to do her business in. also hanging bins for lotions and
extras... forward facing bow cushions and sunpad that covers the insulated fish boat are new features for 202
and really make the cruise comfortable call today!!! key words: scout,ranger, key west, bulls bay, avenger,
shearwater,grady white,hydra sports, regal, sea fox, tidewater, sportsman,wellcraft,nauticstar Yamaha, Suzuki,
four stroke, robalo, Jupiter,blackwater,blackfin, key largo, concept, donzi,

Sales status: sold  Manufacturer: Pioneer

Model: 202 Sportfish  Year built: 2020

Length: 6.1 m  Weight dry: 2400

Engine manufacturer: Suzuki  No. of engines: 1

HP: 140
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